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Pete: Alright. Welcome, everyone, to our group coaching call today. I want to make sure that you can 
hear me. So if you can, go ahead and type “Yes” into the chat box. Also let us know where you’re joining 
us. Alright, I see “Sunny Arizona” from Peggy. Peggy, always good to see you! Love, by the way, all the 
stuff that you’re doing and getting the opportunity to review some of those pieces that you send out. 
Mike says “Hello”, George says “Si”. Alright, fantastic. Great, so you guys can hear me good. That’s 
always the concern when we do these, is something not working properly and not being able to see or 
hear.  

I’m going to leave the chat box open, so if you guys have questions at any time, you can just pipe right in 
and ask those questions. What I would ask is, if you’re going to specifically put in a question... By the 
way, great to see you there from Wisconsin, and also Minnesota, Las Vegas, Franklin, Tennessee. “Yes 
from San Diego”. Great. If you’re going to type in a question, on my screen, it says “Chat” and it’s got 
three little dots. And if you click on that, you can send it as a question. If you send it as a question, it just 
marks it differently on my screen, and that way I can make sure that I address that question and can get 
to it. So if you could, that would be fantastic when you’re asking questions. By the way, feel free to ask a 
question at any time.  

What we’re going to be focusing on in today’s group training portion is getting quality referrals. 
Referrals are the life blood of pretty much everybody’s business. But what I’ve found is that most of the 
time people don’t know how to ask for referrals in a way that will make it so people want to give them. 
And here’s what I mean by that. We’ve all talked to sales reps, whether it’s at the car dealer or 
anywhere, and somebody has asked us for a referral. And we’re not, generally speaking, really 
enthusiastic about giving that person a referral. Yeah, they might’ve been great, they might’ve been 
good, but it’s like...  

If I give you my friend’s information, all of a sudden I know you’re going to reach out to them. 
And what if they have a bad experience with you? Now I am the one that looks like the idiot, 
because I gave their information to a sales person.  

That’s the thought that goes through our head, whether it’s as laid out as that or not. And understand, 
that’s the thought that goes through everybody’s head. Everybody is afraid to refer someone and have 
the sales person show up, have that used cars salesman show up and make you look bad for referring 
them. And so, one of the things that I want you to start doing in asking for your referrals is I want you to 
make it easy for people to refer you. What do I mean by that? Asking for a referral is great...  

Hey, do you know anybody who’s thinking about selling their home?  

That’s great. I’m glad if you do that. I’m excited if you do that. Don’t stop doing that. But most of the 
time you’re probably going to get the, “Oh no” or, “I’ll think about it”, “If I think of someone, you’re my 
go-to person, Pete. I’m coming back to you, no doubt.” Of course, then you never hear from those 
people. And of course they know friends who are buying and selling. I mean, we all do. All day long we 
do. So we want to make it easy for them to refer people to us.  

One of the best ways you can do that is with these consumer guides that we’ve got. Here’s what I mean 
by utilizing these consumer guides. So, you can still ask for your referrals the way you’ve normally been 
asking, but let’s also work in another method...  
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By the way, John and Mary, I just finished putting together my “Move Up” consumer guide, 
“What Everyone Ought To Know About Moving Up To Their Dream Home Or Staying And Fixing 
Up Their Current Home”. Who do you know that’s thinking about moving up that would 
appreciate it if I mailed one of these to them?  

So, now what we’re doing is we’re giving them someone specific to think about: Who’s thinking about 
moving up, in that scenario? And we’re not saying, “Just give me their information so I can get on the 
phone with them and start badgering them to death.” That’s what they’re thinking is going to happen. 
Now, you and I both know that’s not what you do with your referrals, that’s not how you treat them. 
That’s just the thought process that’s going on in your prospect’s or your client’s mind...  

I don’t want to look bad. I don’t want someone badgering my friends. I’m going to stay away 
from this as much as possible.  

But when we say we’ve got this great consumer guide, “What Everyone Ought To Know About Buying 
Their First Home”, “How To Downsize Your Home Without Getting Stuck With Two Mortgage Payments 
Or Ending Up Homeless” – when we offer those consumer guides to people and say, “I would like to 
send this, I would like to mail this to anyone you think would appreciate this right now” – now we’ve 
taken away that barrier. Now it’s not...  

I’m afraid to give you Bob’s number and Mary’s number because you’re going to be hounding 
them.  

Now it’s...  

I’m actually doing them a solid. I’m doing them a favor. I’m going to be providing to them this 
great educational guide. Boy, I really like this idea. I think I’m going to go ahead and utilize this.  

That’s what I want you to start bringing into what you do. I’ll give you another example. I was working 
with a real estate agent; this was probably about two years ago. And I believe at the time – I don’t know 
if he still does it – but every summer he would team up with the local children’s hospital and he would 
donate a portion of his commission to that hospital. So it just became one of those things: “If you end up 
buying or selling through me...” I don’t know what the numbers were, I don’t remember what they 
were. Maybe it was like 10% of his commission he’s going to donate to St. Jude Children’s Hospital.  

Now, that’s a great strategy. However, what would be even better is if you went to St. Jude and said you 
are going to donate 10% of your commission. I’m assuming that it’s legal to do in your area. If it’s not, 
always check with your broker, make sure what you’re doing is legal. Usually you can’t go to an 
individual, but going to a non-profit, you can donate your money to a non-profit usually pretty easily in 
most states. But go to the St. Jude Children’s Hospital, talk to the president, say...  

Here’s what I want to do. I want to help make you some money. I’m going to bring in some extra 
donations to you. All the sales that I do during these summer months, I’m going to be donating a 
portion of it here to the hospital. I’d also like it if you would promote this to your donor list. In 
fact, I’ll give you the email that you can send out to everyone.  

But here’s the thing: We’re not going to just tell them… 
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If you’re thinking about buying or selling a home, use Pete, because he’s going to donate a 
portion to us. 

We’re going to tell them that, but we’re also going to include in there...  

If you are thinking about buying or selling your home, Pete’s put together these great consumer 
guides that he’ll be happy to mail out to you. All you have to do is go to this website or call this 
free recorded message to request your consumer guide. And remember, if you happen to use 
Pete during the summer months, a portion of his commission is going to be coming back to the 
hospital.  

See, now it’s gone from basically your hand out begging for business to now, “He’s providing something 
of value and he’s making it easy for people to get that.” Now remember, you’ve gone through any of the 
trainings where we talk about the consumer guides – yes, we’re going to offer them the consumer 
guides and we might even have them call our free recorded message in order to get them, but we’re 
always going to call them back. So even though they talk to no one when they leave the message, we 
call them back immediately. And you can start out your conversation with...  

Hey, I understand you just requested my “Downsizing” guide. We want to get this in the mail to 
you right away. I just wanted to confirm your address.  

And then confirm the address with them. And I don’t care if they enter it on a website or they call into 
your recorded message and leave their address. Always call them back immediately. And then once you 
confirm the address, then you go to your transition question...  

Great. Now I just want to make sure that we include all of the appropriate material with this 
when we mail it out to you. Can you tell me a little bit about your situation?  

Because what we’re going to try and do then is open them up. Let’s find out, is this someone that we 
should be seeing this very night, or is this someone whose parents need to downsize and they want 
additional information? Let’s open that door, let’s see where it goes. So we start with confirming their 
address – that’s our bridge. And then we go right to, “Tell me a little bit about your situation, so I can 
include the right material with this report when I send it out to you.” And you would do that same thing 
in this referral strategy.  

So, while we’ve got all these different consumer guides, you wouldn’t use all of these consumer guides 
in your referral strategy, whether you’re teaming up with a non-profit, where they’re going to be mailing 
or emailing their database, or you’re going to be asking your clients. The top three are always going to 
be your “First-Time Buyer”, your “Move Up” kit, and your “Downsize” kit; these consumer guides that 
we’ve got in here. Those are always going to be the most sought after, because they basically make up 
the bulk of the market.  

The “Divorce” one – that’s probably one that you’re not going to offer directly. I don’t know, that’s a 
weird one to get from someone that way. The “For Sale By Owners”, the “Expireds” – those are good 
ones. The “Real Estate Planning Guide” – that’s a good one. “Distressed Property” depends on the area 
you’re in – if there are a lot of foreclosures or tax foreclosures going on. “Absentee Owner” kit, 
“Selecting An Agent”. “Selecting An Agent” is the one that everyone wants to use, but that’s not usually 
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the conversation going on in people’s minds. So that’s why I always tell you, stick with these top three 
up here.  

Now, one of the things that I wanted to show you, because again, I want you to see how easy this can be 
– when I talk to agents, asking for referrals is one of the things that they all know that they need to do, 
and unfortunately, most of the time they’re just not doing it. So again, we’ve made this as easy as 
possible right here in SMS Conversations. Remember, we give you all these pre-filled messages that 
we’ve already added to your account. They’re under the section here called “Real Estate Agent 
Messages”. And we’ve got a section down here called “Referral Request”. So you can utilize this to reach 
out to your past clients, to reach out to your prospects, to reach out to the online leads that you’ve 
bought. Basically, if you haven’t been asking for referrals and you’re like, “I need to start doing 
something today” – then use SMS Conversations. Get some business this week. It’s Tuesday today. You 
can use this to get in front of people this very week.  

So let me just show this to you real quick, again, how you would do this. And then we’ve got all of this 
under the “Support” tab when you log in. We’ve got all these different videos in here. But we’re going to 
come up here to “New Conversation”, we’re going to click on that. You’re going to select the number 
that you want it to be sent out from. So these are the numbers that are associated with your SMS 
Conversations account. I happen to have a bunch of different numbers. You might just have one number 
in your account. You’re going to click “Send to List” and then you’re going to select the list that you want 
to send it to. So let’s see if I have a test list in here. Not seeing a test list. So I’ll just leave it on that one 
and I won’t actually send it out.  

You can choose... If you get a lot of referrals or people responding, you don’t want to be inundated. 
We’ve got some people who have some really large lists, like 1,600 people. I think I saw one the other 
day, because they were having some issues – 3,000 people. And you don’t want to send them all out 
3,000 at once. You will get inundated with people responding. So you can hit that “Spread out text 
message over a series of days.” You can put on there you only want 25 to go out a day. It’s usually 
easiest for me to talk to people at 9:00 a.m., so I want them going out at 9:00 a.m. And Mondays are 
crazy because I’m back from the weekend, Fridays are crazy because I’m just ready to kind of tune 
down. I’ve got open houses on Saturday, so I don’t want them going out on Saturday or Sunday. So 
really, I only want them going out Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday; 25 of them a day at 9:00 a.m. That’s 
going to schedule out your messages and they’re going to only send out 25 a day at 9:00 a.m. those 
three days of the week.  

Then we come down here to our pre-filled messages. You can of course put in your own message if 
you’d like, or you can use the pre-filled message that we have right here for you. If you come down here 
to the “Referral Request” section, you can see we’ve got, it looks like, six messages in there. Let me just 
go through these real quick so you can see them. So, this is going to do a mail merge. It’s going to mail 
merge in their first name, and then where it says “account_first_name”, “account_last_name”, it’s going 
to take this name that you see right here on your account, and that’s the name that’s going to appear 
there. Feel free to change these if you need to...  

Hi Mary! It’s Pete Mitchell. I have anxious buyers for your area. Has anyone mentioned that they 
might want to sell soon? If so, I could use the tip. Thanks! (Text STOP to unsubscribe)  

So, that’s just the standard message. We’re not doing any of the stuff that I just talked about with you. 
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I’m going to show you some where we do have that. Now, I actually got a question here this last week. 
In fact, let me find it right here...  

Hi Pete! I’ve sent my first SMS out; about 300, so I did the 60 a day, Monday through Friday. I 
used one of the pre-filled messages. My question is this: It says “Text STOP to unsubscribe”, so I 
left that in. So I’m getting some good conversations back, but also a lot of STOPs. I’ve only sent 
out about 120 so far. Should I remove that from the rest, or is it required by law? And when a 
STOP comes back, is the program going to automatically stop, or do I have to remove them 
manually?  

So, this is a great question. I get this one a lot. And let me first of all say that, always check with your 
lawyer first. Get your legal advice from them, not from me. We have this in here because the carriers 
want people to have a way to unsubscribe. We leave this in here, so that way we’re meeting the 
carriers’ expectations. I don’t believe by law you need to physically state that in there. The carriers want 
you to put that in there, so that’s the reason why we do it.  

The other thing is this: The carrier is going to automatically take that person out of your list, as far as 
when you send it. So, you might still see them over here in your contact lists, but they won’t get any 
more messages from you from that phone number, because the carrier is going to automatically block it. 
So we’ve got a couple of different carriers that we use, just depends on if you’re on our legacy system or 
on the new system. They all will automatically take it out.  

And you can test this yourself. You can send STOP to your number, and the carrier is going to 
automatically send you back a message; I think it says something like, “You’ve been removed from this 
list. You won’t receive anything more.” Then I think you need to text back START if you want to get 
added to the list, which you will, because it’s your own phone and you want to get your own messages 
and make sure that everything’s working correct. But you can actually see that. The carrier does that 
automatically, and that’s because no one wants the cell phone to turn into your email inbox.  

It also doesn’t need to be worded like this. So one of the things that I suggested to this agent is, you can 
always make it even sound a little bit more natural...  

Hey, if you don’t want to get any more messages from me, I completely understand. Go ahead 
and respond back with STOP, and I’ll make sure that you’re unsubscribed.  

So, you could take the “Text STOP to unsubscribe” and draw it out, make it a little bit longer, but also 
make it sound more personal. And I do that a lot on contests. When I do the contest that we talk about 
in the training, the sample messages that we’ve got here in SMS Conversations, we actually make it 
sound...  

By the way, you can unsubscribe, but if you do, I won’t be able to tell you if you win. So you 
might want to wait until after the winner’s announced before you decide to unsubscribe.  

And that generally does it. I mean, people are okay with that. So, technically you’ve got to notify people 
at least the first time that they can unsubscribe. And you don’t have to technically do it after that, but 
we just leave it in there naturally, and then you would have to manually take it out if you’re not going to 
utilize that.  
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This is another great one right here...  

Hi, Bob! Pete Mitchell here. There aren’t enough homes on the market for all the buyers we 
have waiting. Tell me, do you know of anyone who might need to sell that I should talk to? 
Thanks! 

So that one’s really great, because again, we’re basically saying...  

I’ve got some value here. The value that I’ve got is that I’ve got a lot of buyers and I need some 
more homes to sell for my buyers. Do you know of anyone?  

Another one is this one right here...  

Hi Bob! Pete Mitchell here. I know you know a lot of great people. Can you think of any person 
today that I should be talking to in regards to real estate?  

So again, just a general reaching out to people type of referral request. These are the ones that I like. 
Now this really falls in nicely with what I started out our conversation with, which is, we want to give 
people value before we start asking them for referrals...  

Hi Bob! Pete Mitchell here. I know you know a lot of great people. I just put together a 
consumer guide, “What Everyone Ought To Know About Buying Their First Home”. Do you know 
of anyone who might like a copy mailed to them?  

So again, now we’re saying, “I don’t just want a referral.” It’s, “I’ve got this great educational consumer 
guide and I’m going to mail it to them.” And of course if they say, “Yeah, my friends Mary and Steve are 
thinking about buying their first home.” Great. “I’m not sure what their address is.”...  

No problem. Why don’t you just give me their cell phone number and I’ll just reach out to them 
and ask them if they’d like me to mail it to them? 

So again, we’re trying to bridge that. But now they’ve already identified, they’ve already said they know 
someone. And so, they are a lot more likely at that point to now give you their contact information. So 
that’s what I’m trying to do, is I’m trying to spark that thought in their head and get them to say, “Yeah, I 
know someone who would actually benefit from this.”  

“Downsize Referral Request”...  

Hi Bob! Pete Mitchell here. I know you know a lot of great people. I just put together a 
consumer guide, “How To Downsize Without Becoming Homeless Or Having Two Mortgages To 
Pay”. Do you know of anyone who might like a copy mailed to them?  

So think about your database. If you have people who are in that age bracket, who are downsizing, 
you’d want to segment out your list and you’d want to send it to people who that would be appropriate 
for. But again, same strategy – we’re getting them to think about people who are thinking about 
downsizing. And then the “Move Up”...  
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Hi Bob! Pete Mitchell here. I know you know a lot of great people. I just put together a 
consumer guide, “How To Know When It’s Time To Move Up To Another Home Or Stay And 
Improve Your Current Home”. Do you know of anyone who might like a copy mailed to them?  

So we just hit on those three key consumer guides that cover most of the marketplace. And that’s how 
we’re utilizing it to generate referrals. This is a strategy that right now, today, you guys could implement 
and start getting people to talk to. Even as early as this evening. So that’s all you’ve got to do. And of 
course, before you send it out, always click that “Test” button, which is going to send it to your cell 
phone first and you’re going to make sure that everything gets mail merged in here correctly.  

So, just to kind of go over this again, I want to make sure that everyone does this correctly: Here under 
“Contact Lists”, this is where you’re going to have any of your lists, your database that you want to be 
sending messages to. So if you haven’t put any, you’re just going to click on “Add Contact List”, you’re 
going to name that contact list. And then right here we have a sample CSV file. Use this sample to make 
sure that everything is set correct. So you need to have a phone number; that has to be there. You don’t 
need to have their first name, their last name, or their email. You still need to have all those columns, 
because our system’s going to verify the columns, but they’ve got to have a phone number because 
that’s how our system saves it. It saves it by their phone number.  

As an example, I had someone reach out to me this last week and they said they uploaded a list with 132 
people and only 116 showed up in SMS Conversations. That’s probably because they’ve got a lot of 
duplicate numbers. Our system is just going to give them one record per phone number. So then what 
you would do is, if you want to manage it, you can see everybody right here.  

We’ve also got this great little “Transfer” button. So, if someone does text back STOP, what I encourage 
you to do is create a list called “Stop Opt Out” list. And all you do is you’d click on “Transfer”, and then 
you would put this person over into that “Stop” list. You’d hit “Transfer” right there and it’s going to 
take them out of your list. All that’s going to do for you, because the phone carriers won’t send them 
messages, but it’s going to keep your list clean, so that way you know exactly who’s in it, who should be 
in it. You can get a real count of the people that you have on your list. Sometimes you look at a list and 
you go, “I’ve got 150 people.” Well, not if 50 of them had unsubscribed. You have a list of 100. And so, 
it’s really good to keep that information and to know that.  

You can also manually add people right here, and you’ll see them then added down here to the list. I’ve 
got two different phone numbers here. But that’s how you can manually add people as well. You can 
also edit this. I’m going to add an email address here just because I want to be able to keep it nice and 
keep all their information in one place. You would do that right there. And again, you can always go and 
export your list at any time. This just helps you, especially as you’re keeping your list clean, as you are 
removing people or transferring them from one list to another, all that type of stuff. You can do that all 
right there in your contact list.  

Also, under “Your Recordings”, if you want to do a sly voicemail – again, you’re going to click on “Your 
Recordings”, and then you’re going to click on “Add Message”, and then you’ll see we’ve got a lot of 
great messages right here. You can take some of those same referral message. In fact, I’ll make sure that 
they get added over here. And you can basically record them. So you see we’ve got “Past Client Referral 
Request”...  
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Yes, hello! Pete Mitchell here. I just wanted to give you a quick ring. As you might’ve noticed, 
today’s real estate market is changing rapidly. I’m calling all of my valued clients to find out if 
they have any real estate moves on the horizon for the next couple of years, be they selling a 
home, buying a home, or picking up some investment property. With all the challenges, I 
wanted to make sure to make myself available to you should we need to start planning for the 
future. Give me a ring back if I can help in any way. One last thing… Let me know if there’s 
anyone that you can think that I should be talking with. I’d love to chat. My phone number is 
this. Talk soon!  

By the way, when you record these, the reason why in our messages you’ll always have this, “By the 
way, my phone number is this”, and we always say who it is – those are legal requirements when you 
are doing any form of telemarketing. And this would count as telemarketing, even though you’re just 
dropping it on to someone’s voicemail. You’ve got to tell them who’s calling, and you have to tell them 
the phone number that it’s coming from, so that way they can call back and say, “Take me off your list”, 
if they wanted to. That’s why all of ours are always going to have that down there at the bottom. I’m 
going to add those other messages where it was like...  

If you know of anybody who would like my consumer guide, “How To Move Up To Your Dream 
Home Or Stay And Fix Up Your Current Home”...  

We’ll add those here as well, but you can send these out. And we just released, I believe it was last 
night, you now have the ability to select which one of your phone numbers you want that sly voicemail 
to be coming from. You can send it to a list, you’re going to select your message, and now you can even 
schedule these as well. So you’re not bombarding people, or getting bombarded back, I should say, with 
a bunch of phone calls when you’re not ready to deal with people. So, that’s how you can utilize SMS 
Conversations to start generating some referrals. And I want to really encourage you guys, take some 
time today and let’s generate some referrals for yourself.  

So at this time, if anybody’s got any questions, go ahead and type them into the chat box, and I will be 
happy to address those. I’ve got a couple that were mailed in here. So let me just go over these real 
quick. This one is about SMS Conversations. So...  

Just a quick question on SMS. After a group has been sent a text, I’m assuming that they actually 
leave the group.  

Let’s go over here and look at one of these lists. I’ve got one here called “10.1 Listing Domination”. So if I 
send a message to them, it would automatically take them out. No, it doesn’t automatically take them 
out, because you could be using this list as, these are people who are interested in, in our case, Listing 
Domination; these are people who are interested in one of our live webinars. So, we don’t take them 
out. You would want to manually take someone out if you want them off of this list and onto another 
list. And that’s where the “Transfer” button would come into play. You would just select where you 
want to put them and then transfer them over to that.  

And let me see here. So this was a great question. This was someone who was looking at the postcards 
and they’re like...  

I don’t understand, why is the “First-Time Home Buyer” postcard set up for EDDM?  
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So EDDM stands for Every Door Direct Mail. That’s the cheapest way that you can basically carpet bomb 
an area. And the agent’s point was, they’re not going to know everyone who’s thinking about buying 
their home, and it’s probably not going to be everyone in a geographic location. And actually, that’s why 
we give you two sizes, and of course you can edit either size. You can always take off the Every Door 
Direct Mail if you want to use regular traditional postal mail to send these things out. But the 4 x 6 is 
regular postcard mail size. And so, if you had a list, you could send that out to people who are not all 
geographically in the same carrier route. They could be spread out all over the place. So that would be a 
great way for you to do that.  

However, let’s say you do work the first-time home buyer market. If there are apartment complexes and 
things of that nature, then pretty much everyone there would be a target market for a first-time home 
buyer. There are certain areas of my city... There’s actually an area that’s known as “Divorce Row”, 
because apparently when people get divorced, one of the spouses ends up moving over to Divorce Row, 
probably because it’s still close to the family, but there are tons of apartments over there. So, if you 
were trying to reach out to those people about being a first-time home buyer, that would fit for Every 
Door Direct Mail. You’d probably get one carrier route and just hit a ton of people, because they’re all 
basically in apartments. So, those are the two ways that you can use it. Look at the geographic location, 
and will it make sense for first-time home buyers over there?  

So let’s see here. Peggy says... 

Pete, I’m fine-tuning my follow-up on downsizing. I’ve lost a sale to the seller going dark for 
weeks on trying to reach her; then finally getting her to say, “Thank you for your help. I sold my 
house.” Other ideas?  

That’s tough. One of the things that I always like to say is, you can’t control when people are ready to 
buy. You can only control your actions. So, not knowing everything that you did on the follow-up... The 
follow-up is just one of those things where even when people say they’re not selling for six months, 
you’ve just got to stay in front of them. And sometimes that means that you need to be sending out... 
We give you the weekly emails, the monthly newsletters, and we talked about on the last call how vitally 
important the newsletters are. Those are just so important to your business.  

But there are times when you need to just take it up and you need to do even more, and you need to do 
more with physical things, not just email. Email is the thing that everyone likes to lean on and go, “Well, 
I stayed in touch with them, because I emailed them.” I would make the argument that if you know 
someone is really thinking about selling, like they’re hot on it, and you keep calling them and you’re 
texting them and you’re sly voicemailing them and you’re stopping by their house – you need to be 
sending them physical things.  

So one of the things that I always did is I used a program called SendOutCards.com. They would 
physically send cards to people, and you can create these campaigns. And so I would create campaigns 
where people would get a card every week for seven weeks. It was an additional way that I could stay in 
front of people with something physical, because the physical stuff lasts longer and has a bigger 
impression than the digital stuff. And that’s what I wanted, is I wanted to constantly stay in front. So I 
hope that helps a little bit, Peggy. And just thinking, “What are things that I can do that keep me in front 
of my prospects more often?” And then you’ve just got to do it.  
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So, Jackie’s asking...  

Regarding the guides, how do we customize them to us?  

Great question. So one of the things that you’re going to notice here… Let me go over here to the “First-
Time Buyer” kit and open this up. You’re going to see we’ve got a Word version and a PDF version. The 
PDF is just so you see how it’s supposed to look, Jackie. Don’t actually send this one to people, because 
it needs to be personalized. So we give you the Word doc version of it. You download this and you can 
customize anything you want in it.  

The cover image – we’ve got a few other ones, depending on your group that you work with. If you’re 
working with primarily African-American families, you’re not going to want the white hand on the cover. 
You’re going to want the African-Americans on the cover. If you need additional covers, because you’re 
like, “Hey Pete, those are Koreans and I work in the Chinese market” –  I will be the first to admit I need 
help knowing the difference. I don’t think that’s racist. I literally just can’t tell the difference sometimes. 
So help us out and say, “Here’s a great picture. I found this one. Can you use this?” And we’ll add an 
additional cover here if you’re working in a market that we don’t have a cover for. But this is where 
you’re going to change it.  

Now, one of the things that you’ll notice is, again, the whole thing’s in a Word document so you can 
change any part of it. There is a “Welcome” letter as the very first thing. And the reason why we do that 
is, often times people won’t read past the “Welcome” letter. So the “Welcome” letter has to be 
personalized. It’s where you’re going to put your picture. There’s going to be a little silhouetted person 
up in the top left. You want to replace that with your picture. All the areas that are in red are for you to 
replace with your information. So let me actually open this up here. I’m going to open up the PDF 
version because it’ll do better for this presentation.  

See this right here? You would literally hit a right click in the Word doc and it’s going to say, “Do you 
want to change the picture?” And you’d change the picture. All of this stuff that’s in red needs to be 
personalized with your email, your phone number, your name, your license number. Also, check with 
your broker in your state and make sure you have all the proper disclosures. It is different in every state. 
We are not your legal backstop. You need to ask your broker and make sure that you have everything 
that you need. But then everything else that’s in the consumer guide, you can change, if you’re like, “I 
actually don’t agree with this. I’m going to change this.” Feel free to change it. It’s a Word doc. You can 
change it up any way that you’d like, and you’ve got it all right there for you. So this is just this particular 
guide right here, just so you can see it.  

And I think at the end we should have... Yeah, this is the last of the key pieces. If someone were to 
actually read it, which most people don’t actually read – we’re not a nation of readers – but if they do, 
we still want to have the very last thing, the “4 Steps To Buying A Home”… 

Step 1: Make a Commitment to Act.  

Step 2: List Your Objectives.  

Step 3: Contact an agent that works with home buyers.  
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Put in your information right there.  

Step 4: Act.  

So again, you’d want to personalize it right there on that piece. So that is how you would personalize it, 
Jackie.  

Carrie says...  

Hi Pete! Do we need to buy a different phone number for each consumer guide? How many 
phone numbers do you recommend we buy for our SMS Conversations account?  

Great question. Here’s the key thing on the phone numbers. You can buy one for each guide, but here’s 
the reality: You’re probably not going to be advertising all the guides at the same time. So the main 
reason that we have separate phone numbers is, we need tracking and we need to know people are 
calling in from this postcard, or people are calling in from this mailer that I put out, or people are calling 
in from this door-knock leave-behind piece, or from this newspaper ad that I ran. And we want to track 
it. By having different phone numbers, we can track that. We can track our results and know putting the 
ad in this paper, I got 10 people to call in. So that means it cost me $500, I got 10 people, my leads were 
$50 each. Out of those 10 people, I got one person to buy. I made $5,000. So it cost me $500 to acquire 
$5,000. I’m getting leads at $50 a piece. Man, I am staying in this newspaper, I’m not quitting this thing 
for anything. Greatest rig in the world. That’s the benefit of having different members, is we can track.  

If you are only doing one or two guides, then really you’re only going to need one or two numbers. Let’s 
say all you’re doing is postcards. This month you’re doing “Downsizing”, next month you’re doing “First-
Time Home Buyer”, the next month after that you’re doing “Move Up”. I would probably have two 
numbers for that. So I’d use one the first month, the second number the second month, and then the 
third month, even though it’s still a different guide than I sent the first month, people aren’t going to 
keep those postcards and call in later. I would recycle that number, change the message, and I would 
reuse that number there. So it’s not really that you need to have a number per guide. It’s really, think 
about your marketing. It’s for tracking purposes. Now, if I was doing a newspaper, a mailer, an ad in the 
high school program, then I would probably have multiple numbers because I want to track all that stuff. 
So again, you can buy as many numbers as you need in your SMS Conversations account. 

Can you get a phone number with different extensions? You can, but not with SMS Conversations, 
because that’s too complicated, and we wanted to make that as easy as possible. Certainly there are 
services out there that you can have one phone number and just have multiple extensions. I haven’t 
seen there be any drop-off in getting people to dial extension 101 or 102 or 103. So, I think you’re totally 
fine if you want to go that route; you just can’t do that with SMS Conversations. We found that that 
made things a little bit too complicated for people, and we wanted it to be as simple as possible in the 
tech world, which is not always very simple there, Alex, as we discover every day.  

So, those are all the questions that I had emailed in. If you’ve got any other questions for me here on 
this call, go ahead and just type it into the chat box. I’ll give you guys about another 60 seconds. 
Otherwise we will just go ahead and end the call right here.  

So, log into your SMS Conversations. If you need to see where that is again, you go up here to “Inner 
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Circle” >> “SMS Conversations”. And when you go to this page, this is where you’re going to find a lot of 
great resources for yourself. Create your SMS Conversations if you’ve never created one. Here’s where 
you can log into SMS Conversations, which is going to take you to app.SMSConversations.com. Here is 
training if you’re like, “How do I do stuff?” If you just want to know how to set up a free recorded 
message – we actually did a separate page just on that, because we had so many people who wanted 
that for their consumer guides and things like that.  

How do you decide who is on each of your lists? Great question, Holly. So, the first time you’ve got to go 
through them and start to segment out your lists. If you go through Rejection-Free Prospecting, that 
training class here under “Training Courses” – Rejection-Free Prospecting – I’m going to talk to you a 
little bit about that. But where I usually group people up is people who I’ve recently been working with – 
either help them close a home, met them at an open house, something really recent about them; then I 
also have a list of past clients; then I have a list of prospects. And prospects will be basically people who 
know of me or I know of them, but we’ve never done any business together. So that’s the bare 
minimum amount of segmentation you want in your list. You’re currently working with them, you have 
worked with them in the past, or they’re prospects. 

That’s why it benefits you to have multiple lists in SMS Conversations, where you can kind of move 
things around. So when you first start, you have to just go with what you’ve got, which for a lot of 
people is, “I’ve got this database, I’ve never really done anything with it.” Start with that. You’ve got this 
database, it’s all mumbled, jumbled together. Go through the Instant Real Estate Client Goldmine 
Strategy that’s all on the website. Start there, and then start to break people up into those three main 
categories – people who you’re currently working with or have worked with recently, past clients, and 
then prospects. So that would be the easiest way to start it.  

Alright, so at this point I’m not seeing any other questions. I want to thank you guys for joining us today. 
We’re going to get this recording up on the website, so you’ll see it up there a little bit later today. And 
with that, I will talk with all you guys soon. Take care everybody! 

 


